Powerbank using: unplug the LED lamp, connect the various output devices, push the button, turn on the powerbank. Keep pushing button for 2 seconds, turn off the powerbank. Different battery capacity support different charge ability.

INSTRUCTIONS:

Torch using: plug the pluggable LED lamp, push the button, turn on the torch. Keep pushing button for 2 seconds, turn off the torch. Different battery capacity support different lighting time.

CAUTION: When using torches, the LED chip generate enormous amounts of thermal energy and the shell can get hot quickly. Use with care and prevent burns.

ACCESSORIES: Micro USB Cable (Suggest use original cable of each device)

Only the 18650 Li-ion battery can be used in Cigar power. Please pay attention to the positive and negative protect from contrary connecting or circuit. Wrong connecting would lead to serious damage and this damage is irreversible or could not be saved. The correct assembly method must be strictly observed.

There are two kinds of 18650 Li-ion battery: the positive battery terminal is pointy or flat. Suggest use the pointed battery. The right install way is shown below.

CAPACITY DISPLAY:

There are four power indicators and display rule description was followed. Discharge mode: means recharging devices such as mobile phones or turn on the torch.

Operation method:
- LED will go off after 3 seconds and go into power saving functions until press the key again. It's cycle process.
- If no device can be detected by automatic systems in 180 seconds, automatic shutdown function is running.

Charge mode: means recharging Cigar from external power.

Operation method:
- LED battery indicator has marques features when charging.
- When detect by automated system that connect with USB power, the switches on automatically and doesn't need pressing.

FEATURE:

- High efficiency, quick speed, low power consumption.
- Not Zombie power, the battery is replaceable, removable and rechargeable batteries.
- Use standard 1850 Li-ion battery. The battery's capacity is infinitely large because the battery can be replaced.
- The professional class torch with long lifetime, energy saving LED parts.
- Ingenious design that replace the battery with a coin.
- Digital circuit system with wrong polarity protection, over charging protection, over discharging protection, over load short circuit protection, over temperature protection.
- Minimum loss of electricity keeps 80% capacity after stands by for a month.
- Strong compatibility for ipod, iphone, ipad, mobile, MP3, MP4, gamebox, PDA, GPS, etc.
- Apple style, simple and fashionable design with colorful aluminum shell.
- Smaller, lighter, portable, just like a cigar.

OTHER NOTICE:

- Different battery capacity need different charge time, please refer to the operation for actual data.
- Once you find Cigar doesn't work during the charging, please confirm whether the cable is firmly connected.
- Every power bank has it's power conversion efficiency lost, power bank's capacity is not as large as chargeable capacity.
- Normally, Cigar is suited to most devices, not every devices.
- No on-off, do not open or puncture Cigar.
- Expose Cigar to free, high temperatures, water or corrosive substances.
- Suggest to charge Cigar each 3 months if it stands for by long service life.
- If find any breakage or leakage from battery, please stop using and change the battery immediately.
- Children must use under the guidance of parents.

PICTURES:

- Discharge for mobile example: iPhone 4S
- Charge for Cigar (Direct power)
- Charge for Cigar (PC power)